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FOREWORD

This document responds to Article II, Deliverable Items and Delivery Schedule,
of DOT Contract DTUM60-81-C-72012 between the U.S. Department of Transportation/Urban Mass Transportation Administration and the National Academy
of Sciences, designated the Primary Technical Contractor(PTC), for technical
and administrative services relative to the Urban Mass Transportation Administration's National Cooperative Transit Research & Development Program(NCTRP).
Distribution of this document is made only to the sponsors and others participating officially in the conduct of the NCTRP.
Annual NCTRP activity consists of five(5) distinct phases: (1) Problem
Identification, (2) Program Formulation, (3) Project Formulation, ( 4) Project
Execution, and ( 5) Project Reporting. The Academy's obligation as the PTC is
relative to Phases 2 through 5, and responsibilities for administration of technical
matters under these phases has been assigned to the Transportation Research
Board, a unit of the National Research Council, the operating arm of the National
Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering. The TRB
consists of four( 4) divisions with Division D, Cooperative Research Programs,
being the one to which NCTRP administration is assigned.
Research programs are referred annually by UMTA to the Academy for
administration, and semi-annual progress reporting includes : ( 1) general coverage
of the historical development of the NCTRP and the means by which the Program is
carried forward, (2) elaboration on the management practices exercised by the
TRB in behalf of the Academy and UMTA, •(3) summarization of management
activities and deliverables in the six months reported, and ( 4) provision of
detailed reports on each project under contract during the report period as to
the: (a) general research need, (b) specific research objectives, (c) progress in
achieving project objectives, ( d) availability of any reports emanating from the
study, and ( e) prognosis for ultimate success. Each project report includes
identification of the TRB staff engineer having surveillance responsibility and
with whom contact may be made for additional insight concerning any details_ of
the contractor's work. Opinions and/ or conclusions conveyed by the project
reports are those of the research agencies and do not necessarily reflect the position of the National Research Council or the Government, and no official endorsement should be inferred.
A detailed overview of all aspects of NCTRP operation may be obtained
from the following:
• NCTRP Summary of Progress Through 1981
• NCTRP Information and Instructions for Preparing Proposals
These are available from the Transportation Research Board on request through:
Cooperative Research Programs
Transportation Research Board
2101 Constitution Avenue, N .W.
Washington, D.C. 2041 8
(202) 334-3224

NATIONAL COOPERATIVE TRANSIT RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION

Administrators, engineers, and many others in the transit
industry are faced with a multitude of complex p~oble~s
that range between local, regional, and national IO their
prevalence. How they might be solved is open to a variety
of approaches; however, it is an etsablished fact that a
highly effective approach to problems of widespread commonality is one in which operating agencies join cooperatively to support, both in financial and other participatory
respects, systematic research that is well designed practically oriented, and carried out by highly competent researchers. As problems grow rapidly in number and escalate in complexity, the value of an orderly, high-quality
cooperative endeavor likewise escalates.
.
Recognizing this in light of the many needs of the transit
industry at large, the Urban Mass Transportation Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation, got under
way in 1980 the National Cooperative Tra nsit Research
and Development Program (NCTRP). This is an objective national program that provides a mechanism by which
UMT A's principal client groups across the nation can join
cooperatively in an attempt to solve near-term public transportation problems through applied research, development,
test, and eval uation. Particularly noteworthy is the fact
that the client groups now have a channel through which
they can directly influence a portion of UMTA's annual
activities in transit technology development and deployment. Although present funding of the NCTRP is entirely
from UMTA's Section 6 funds, the planning leading to
inception of the Program envisioned that UMTA's client
groups would join ultimately in providing additional support, thereby enabling the Program to address a larger
number of problems each year.
The NCTRP operates by means of agreements betweeen
UMTA as the sponsor a nd (1) the National Academy of
Sciences, a private, nonprofit institution, as the Primary
Technical Contractor (PTC) responsible for administrative
and technical services, (2) the American Public Transit
Association responsible for operation of a Technical Steering Group (TSG) comprised of representatives of transit
operators, local government officials, State DOT officials,
and officials from UMTA's Office of Technology Development and Deployment, and (3) the Urban Consortium for
Technology Initiatives/ Public Technology, Inc., responsible for providing the local government officials for the
Technical Steering Group.

Annual NCTRP activity consists of five (5) distinct
phases: ( J) Problem Identification, (2) Program For~mlation, (3) Project Formulation, ( 4) Project Execution,
and (5) Project Reporting. The Academy's role as the
PTC is relatively to Phases 2 through 5.
Resea rch programs are developed annually by the Technical Steering Group, which identifies key problems, ranks
them in order of priority, and establishes programs of
projects for UMTA approval. Once approved, they are
referred to the National Academy of Sciences for accepta nce and administration through the Transportation Research Board.
The Board, established in 1920, operates within the
National Research Council, which serves both the Nationa~
Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engi- ,
neering, and is uniquely suited for the administrative role. ·
because: it has a record of successful management of
the National Cooperative Highway Research Program
(NCHRP) since 1962, the program after which the
NCTRP has been modeled ; it maintains an extensive committee structure from which authorities on any transportation subject may be drawn; it possesses the avenues of
communications and cooperation with federal, state, and
local governmental agencies, universities, and industry; it
is recognized for its objectivity and understanding of modern research practices; its relationship to its parent organization is an insurance of objectivity; and it mainta_ins
a full-time staff of research specialists in transportation
matters to take the findings of research directly to those
who are in a position to use them.
Research projects addressing the problems annually referred from U MTA are defined by panels of experts established by the Board to provide technical guidance and
counsel in the problem areas. The projects are advertised
widely for proposals, and qualified agencies are selected ?~
the basis of research plans offering the greatest probab1hties of success. The research is carried out by these agencies under contract to the Academy, and administration
and surveillance of the contract work are the responsibilities of the Academy and Board.
The needs for transit research are many, and the National Cooperative Transit Research and Development Program is a mechanism for deriving timely solutions for
transportation problems of mutual concern to many resp onsible groups. In doing so, the Program operates complementary to, rather than as a substitute for or duplicate
of, other transit research programs.
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MANAGEMENT PRACTICES IN THE NCTRP

The commentary that follows is to provide insight into
the Academy's functions directed to ma nagement, through
TRB of UMTA's resource allocation for NCTRP research
unde~ Contract DTUM60-8 l -C-72012. Highlighted are
those activities in which all possible opportunity is taken
to weight the odds in favor of obtaining implementable
solutions to near-term public transportation problems. A
more detailed overview of all aspects of Program operation
may be obtained from the following:
• NCTRP Summary of Progress Through 1981
• NCTRP Information and Instructions for Preparing
Proposals

Organizationally, the T RB consists of four divisions, each
headed by an assistant director reporting to an executive
director, who in turn reports to an executive committee.
Division D, renamed in 1979 as Cooperative Research Programs, was established in 1962 as a special-purpose activity to administer contracts for research under the
NCHRP, and it now encompasses the NCTRP. Division
D's activities are thus distinctly different fro m the Board's
traditional role of information gathering and dissemination
on behalf of a variety of sponsors. Among the differences
in operation is the fact that the funds supporting Division D
are obtained through channels outside those pertaining to
the Board's other divisions; they are budgeted separately;
they are accounted for separately; and they are audited
independently of those for the Board's other activities.
Furthermore, the funds can be spent only on the research
designated by the sponsors of the programs administered
under Division D.
It should also be recognized that the overall policies a nd
procedures, including the formulation of annual research
programs, are entirely the responsibilities and prerogatives
of the sponsors. Neither the regular committees nor the
Board 's staff have a role in the submission or selection of
research problems.
UMTA's goal for the NCTRP is a program within which
its resources will be managed well and appropriately directed in the search· for solutions to near-term public transportation problems. Applied, or mission-oriented, research
is a means to the end as regards the technological approach.
The findings from basic research completed elsewhere
are brought in to play to bring about new technologies. The
expectation from the sponsor is that the resource allocation
will result in the development of technology that, when
implemented, will make life a little easier- not merely the
development of scientific knowledge that has no direct
practical application. Meeting this expectation is somewhat
comparable to new-product research in industry, and, in
addition to being extremely costly, the probability of fa ilure is high. Furthermore, although projects may begin as
applied research, the synergistic nature of research often
catapults them back into the realm of basic stud ies, because
true solutions are not achieved without understanding the
underlying causes for the problem so that they may be
accounted for in the future.
Currently, each year's research program is funded at
about $1 million, which represents about one-fourth the

amount contemplated in the planning processes leading to
establishment of the NCTRP. As earlier stated, it is hoped
that the present level can be increased through financial
support ultimately obtained from UMTA's client groups
joined in a cooperative venture. In any event, proper management of resources is the sole basis for establishment of
the Board's entire philosophy, organization, and functions
regarding work under Division D- only the sponsor's expectations matter. Toward this end, network control is
employed in the classic sense of network utilization for
project management, Primary focus is on those milestones
where the best opportunities lie for positively weighting the
odds of success. These opportunities arc afforded through
the use of common-sense strategies to control various circumstances surrounding each milestone. Subtle processes
result that will, through the natural evolution of interdependent events, increase the probability of research results
being implemented and improving transportation practices.
Such an approach is based on game theory, is admittedly
idealistic, is complex, and must be monitored constantly.
Nonetheless, its practical validity cannot be denied if, in
the context of total administrative responsibility, one wants
to take advantage of all possible opportunities to insure the
best return on the sponsor's investm ent.
As a first element of strategy, the NCTRP establishes the
research agency and personnel qualifications that are mandatory if the projects are to have any chance of success.
These are spelled out to potential proposers and are adhered to in selecting research agencies. By means of the
project statements and various other widely distributed
publications, the NCTRP clearly states the agency attributes deemed essential and thereby hopefully precludes
proposals from any but qualified researchers having practical experience in the problem area. Emphasis is placed
on the importance of a record of successful past performance in endeavors similar to those to be undertaken. The
specifications for proposals are demanding in the sen~e of
requiring the agencies to lay their knowledge, experience
and accomplishments on the line, a nd proposals simply are
not accepted if, a mong other factors, they do not contain
specific statements as to how the contemplated results can
be used to improve practice.
The next element of strategy comes into play when a
research problem and its objectives are first defined in the
form of an NCTRP Project Statement by which research
proposals will be solicited. A continuing responsibility of
the Board is to see that the projects are sensibly structured
around the practical facts of operational life and that they
represen t current circumstances. Therefore, this t~sk is
carried out by persons not only very knowledgeable in the
problem area but who also have a complete understanding
of the needs of the practitioners with whom the problem
originated and the best format by which the practitioner
can utilize the results. Improved odds therefore become
immediately inherent.
Towa rd the goal of sensible projects, the Board has established seven broad research fields under which project
panels are organized to deal with research in specific problem areas falling within the broad fields (refer to F igure 1).
For example, in the broad subject field of Operations each
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FIGURE 1

project fa lling within the more specific subject a reas of
Energy Efficiency- Area 54-is assigned a project panel
comprised of o utstanding individuals who are very knowledgeable in the specifics of the particular project and who
are looked to for guidance and counsel throughout the
research and reporting phases. Those projects that do not
conveniently fit under one of the first six general fields a re
assigned to the seventh one, Special Projects.
When the project panels meet for the first time to prepare project stateme nts, it is stressed to them that a firstclass statement is the first of the two most important factors bearing on the ultimate success of any project. Accordingly, extreme care is exercised in the development of
clear, concise project statements that are distributed to the
research community at large. These statements contain
objectives designed to result in the most extensive work
possible for the available f unding. T hey spell out what is
expected of a contractor in terms of find ings from innovative researc h that can be applied practically; they do not
spell out how to go about the researc h. Statements of explicit objectives, matched to funding, places proposers in
the position of knowing exactly what is expected of them,
because the available funding is made known along with
the objectives. Not only does this result in more realistic
proposals, but it most assuredly eases each project panel's
task of comparative evaluation. Of the members of the
project panels for the NCTR P's first program (FY 1980 ),
about 36 percent come from transit operating agencies.
Because of their intimate involvement in the development
of the various research projects, their knowledge of what
is to be expected, and the "spreading of the word" among
their associates, there is yet another step toward improving the odds that results wi ll be put to use.
The second of the two most important factors, and the
next element of strategy, concerns the process of evalu ating proposals to select research agenc ies. The odds can be
adva nced materially if extreme care is exercised througho ut this activity. Indeed, this activity constitutes the milestone on which the success of the project can become totally
dependent, irrespective of the strengths built in at the pre-

ceding milestones. Prior to contracting, there must be satisfaction not only that the proposed research plan is the best
possible in addressing the specifics of the objectives, but
also that it culminates with the best promise for providing
transit agencies with a product that is both usable and
readily implementable; otherwise, the proposal processand possibly that of project definition- should be repeated.
The importance of this activity is made abundantly clear
to the project panels when they meet to select agencies and
suggest minor m odifications of the research plans as a
means for keeping them squarely on target. A comprehensively deta iled research plan not only aids the selection
process but also serves as the yardstick by which the staff
exercises day-to-day surveillance of research progress.
Two top proposals are chosen for each project. T he
deliberations of the project panel include a review of all
known aspects of agency performance on other research
projects under NCTRP or elsewhere and a determination
that the first-choice research plan offers the best promise
for providing a product that is both usable and readily implementable. A key factor is the merit of the research
approach and the experiment design. There is nothing a nywhere in the Program's specifications that says the project
statements must be adhered to strictly in every detail and
that any deviation in research thrust or from the proposed
project period warrants outright rejection. The key element
is that the agencies must present a strong, convincing case
for whatever approaches th ey ta ke. These a lways receive
just consideration because the sole interest of the project
panels is to determine the plan with the best probability of
success.
Prior to contracting, any suggested modifications are
taken by the Program staff to the agencies, and a clear
meeting of the minds is established regarding what is specifically expected from the research and the personnel
carrying it out. By means of the " Procedural Manual for
Agencies Conducting Research in the National Cooperative
Transit Research and Development Program," further
emphasis is placed on the requirement for practically
oriented research and the proper means for reporting it.
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Experience has demonstrated that, once the research is
under way, the practical fact of life is that the destiny of
the research is pretty well committed, no matter how extensive the staff surveillance or how many administrative
processes are available to accommodate changes. Rarely
are changes accompanied by gains when having to stay
within the original funding; rather, the effects are usually
negative.
A first requirement of the research agency immediately
after contracting is the development of a working plan
that is intended to be a comprehensively detailed amplification of the approved research plan, inclusive of a specific schedule of events for the major tasks. This document
is used by the staff in the day-to-day surveillance of the
project's progress. Should review of this document by the
staff and project panel bring to light necessary changes
that were not previously apparent, these can be accommodated without hindering prosecution of the work. Through
this activity, a n additional opportunity is afforded for
improvement of the odds of success.
As a means of mutual assistance while work is under
way, two types of progress reports are required from the
agencies. On a monthly basis, one-page progress schedules
a re submitted that graphically depict several aspects of
progress. On a calendar quarter basis, narratives are required that fu ll y describe accomplishments to date and
outline future activities based on the accomplishments.
Based on these reports and information gained through
surveillance visits, Program staff prepares its own progress
reports that are sent to UMTA and the Technical Steering
Group as a measure of providing a current awareness of
on-going work. By these controls the Program is, to some
degree, able to appraise the agency's level of performance,
while at the same time the agency is provided with tools
to assist its own management responsibility in both administrative and technical respects. All too often in the administration of research programs problems arise because there
is insufficient communication between the agency's management staff and the technical staff performing the research.
Project . surveillance constitutes a major element of
strategy in achieving the administrative goal. The gains
here reflect the effort that the NCTRP staff exerts (a) to
keep the research in line with the approved research plan;
(b) to keep the researchers continually aware of the needs
of the practicing engineer; and (c) to see that all project
developments, through final reporting, center around these
practical needs. Projects engineers with wide ranging experience are assigned to the NCTRP by the Board and are
responsible for administrative and technical surveillance of
the contracts. T heir activities include visiting each research
agency at least once every six months to discuss the status
of the work with the principal investigator(s) and to determine if the research is being pursued in line with the approved research plan . Any need for change in the plan is
referred to the project 's panel for review and approval.
Finally, the staff engineer and the project panel evaluate
the final report on the completed research to determine the
degree of technical compliance with the contract and to
ensure adherence to the Program's specifications for report
writing.
Research agencies are required to report their results in

language that is understandable and succinctly summarizes
the results so that the transit administrator and others may
easily determine their usefulness to their operations. The
objectives are accomplished through a "Summary of Findings" and a chapter on "Interpretation, Appraisal, and Application of Results." The detailed research techniques and
ana lyses in which a researcher would be interested are
presented as report appendices. Available to the researchers in report preparation are guidelines that have been
developed with the objective of providing a report of maximum utility to the transit industry. Each report, as finally
published in the regular NCTRP series (Reports or Syntheses of Transit Practice) also contains a staff-prepared
foreword that directs the attention of the busy reader to
the persons who would be most interested in the results
and, also, to how the results fit into present knowledge and
practice.
Prior to publication, etxraordinary measures are taken
to ensure that useful research results are made immediately
available to the appropriate personnel. One means consists
of forwarding copies of the research agency drafts of final
reports. According to the urgency of the particular circumstances, these drafts may be either uncorrected or corrected on the basis of an acceptance review. Several copies of unedited drafts of the age ncy reports are retained
until formal publication and are available, on a loan basis,
to others having an interest in the research. Once published in their entirety, the drafts a re destroyed.
After publication, each report is distributed widely
through the TRB's selective distribution system. Copies go
automatically to about I 00 libraries, TRB transit representatives, educational institution liaison representatives,
appropriate project panels and committees of the Board,
and individual members who have selected publications in
the particular subject area of the report. As a further
means of disseminating the research reports, announcements of their availability are made to the trade press.
Also, the Technical Activities Staff comprising the Board's
Division A follow the progress of the work throughout its
conduct and consequently are able to discuss application
of the research results with potential users during visits to
operating agencies.
A tragic result of much research is a compilation of
findings that, because of language a nd form; simply cannot be used until the sponsor devotes considerable supplementary effort to translating the findings into the language
and working tools of the users. This kind of time cannot
be afforded in the sponsor's scheme of day-to-day operation.
In an applied research program such as the NCTRP, the
sponsor rightfully expects a product that has immediate
applicability to practice. T his is not asking too much,
because improvements arc going to occur mostly in the
form of moderate refinements of existing practices, rather
than as dramatic innovations or breakthroughs that one
might expect from extensive basic research. Therefore,
where necessary as an integral part of administration, staff
assumes the role of interpreter a nd interjects itself as a
third party between the sponsor and the researcher by
means of a very brief publication titled NCTRP Research
R esults Digest. The Digests are issued as a series of flyers
to provide in understandable language an early awareness
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of project results so as to encourage early implementation.
They are brief in summarizing specific findings- they do
not deal with methodology-and require the reader to
expend very little time in determining the usefulness of the
findings. Reference is made in each to the fact that uncorrected draft copies of the agency's report are available on
a loan basis for those desiring more extensive information.
Where circumstances warrant, staff does not wait for requests for reports but distributes copies of the agencies'
draft final reports to appropriate personnel.
With the culmination of the formal reporting activity,
plus any of the special measures just described, the NCTRP
reaches the final milestone of its administrative network.
What happens beyond that point-how successful the projects really turn out to be-is entirely up to UMTA and the
operating agencies. Projects that have accomplished their
objectives in providing useful products might just as well
have been failures if, at least, consideration is not given to
how the results might be used to improve operations. It
simply does not make good sense to invest millions in
research on critical problems and then not give adequate
attention to a determination of the implementation value of
the products. Such determination can range from mere
thought to total, immediate incorporation as standard practice. Certainly, any action must be temperate to avoid the
pitfalls that are present in pushing too hard too fast. To
aid decisions as to the course to be pursued, future NCTRP
publications will report on all known uses of results, be they
limited or extensive. Given the fact that the NCTRP addresses critical, national problems, documented payoff to
any one agency should attract study by others. So should
documented failures, for their also contain lessons by which
all can profit. Research is a venture into risk and uncertainty, the risk being particularly high in applied or missionoriented research such as the NCTRP undertakes. The wisdom of accepting risk is impossible to determine without
studious inquiry into the benefits derived.
In summ ary, the NCTRP is an applied, contract research
program that has been structured along specific lines to
enable it to respond to specific needs of the nation's transit
industry. The needs are expressed through problem statements referred from UMTA, and each problem is accompanied by the funds to see it through. From the preparation of project statements through final reporting on the
projects results, the goal of the NCTRP is administration
that, in the final analysis, will prove to be fully effective in
obtaining the best return on the investment supporting the
Program.
SUMMARY OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROGRESS

The following summary addresses the research programs
for fiscal years 1980, 1981 , and 1982, and it pertains to
activities in the 6 months subsequent to December 31, 1981.
The narrative for each year is cross-referenced to the networks cited and included at the end of the summary.
Accompanying the networks are descriptions of the activities (subtasks) , and those underlined represent the deliverables to which the PTC is com mitted.
There are five (5) networks representing the PTC's overall perception of the nature and sequence of activities re-

quired by a ll NCTRP participants for an efficient, fully
coordinated operation. All five are included in this report
(for FY 1980 only) to provide perspective of the total
operation. For the other fiscal years only those pertinent
through the end of the report period are included. Relative
progress on tasks and subtasks is indicated by shading of the
activity nodes (i.e., a fully shaded node represents completion of a subtask; a partially shaded node represents, to
the extent of shading, the relative degree of accomplishment
of the subtask). Accordingly, progress for the respective
fiscal-year programs is as follows.
FY 1980 Program

I. R eference: Network # /, Tasks 1./ and 2.1 (subtasks

2.1.1 through 2.1.13)
All work under Task I. 1 of this network is- covered
by the APT A contract for conduct of the TSG operation
relative to formulation of annual programs and other
responsibilities. Task 2.1 work is carried out by the PTC
in support of the TSG, and it was completed and reported
on earlier.
11. Reference: Network #2, Tasks 2./ (beginning with sub-

task 2.1.15), 3.0, 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 (ending with subtask
3.3.7)
All work under the referenced tasks was completed and
reported on earlier (see NCTRP Progress Report I).
111. Reference: Network #3, Tasks 3.3 (beginning with

subtask 3.3.9), 3.4, and 4.1 (ending with subtask 4./.5)
All work under the referenced tasks was completed and
reported on earlier (see NCTRP Progress Report 1).
IV. Reference: Network #4, Tasks 4.2, 5.2, and 5.4 (ending

with subtask 5.4.1)
Surveillance of research on six projects and two syntheses
was maintained through staff on-site visits with contractors,
telephone contacts, and various written communications.
The latter consisted primarily of monthly progress schedules and quarterly progress reports submitted by the contractors and feedback comments from project panels and
staff.
V. Reference: Network #5, Task 5.4 (beginning with sub-

task 5.4.3)
Work was completed on preparation and distribution of
two classifications of progress reports:

• NCTRP Summary of Progress Through 1981 (annual
report)
• NCTRP Progress Report 1 (semi-annual report)
Respectively, these constituted the first annual and the first
semi-annual progress reports to be issued for the NCTRP.
Several thousand copies of the annual report were distributed, mostly at the January annual meeting of the TRB,
whereas distribution of the semi-annual progress report was
made principally to UMTA and others participating directly
in the work of the NCTRP. A few additional recipients
(such as the AASHTO Standing Committee on Public
Transportation and the TRB transit representatives) were
included as part of the on-going effort to make the objectives and work of the NCTRP known widely in the transit
industry.
Work was completed relative to production and distibu-
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tion of the first three technical documents to emanate from
project research; that is :
• Synthesis 1, "Cleaning Transit Buses: Equipment and
Procedures"
• Synthesis 2, "Enforcement of Priority Treatment for
Buses on Urban Streets"
• Research Results Digest 1, "Review of Literature
Related to Bus Operator Stress"
The occasion of the availability of these documents was
marked by a June 7 gathering in the TRB offices attended
by UMTA personnel, contractors, press, and others.
The preliminary draft final report for Project 54-1,
"Improve Transit Bus Energy Efficiency and Productivity,"
was received in April, reviewed by the project panel, revised
by the contractor, and readied by the NCTRP editor for
transmittal to the printer in the first week of July. This
will be the first report in the regular NCTRP series, and
its publication is anticipated to occur in August.
VI . Reference: Synthesis Task (Unnumbered)

Activities of the report period are covered in the preceding comments on Network #5 activities.
VII. Reference: Contract DTUM60-81-C-72012

In line with the requirements of Article XIX, Subcontracting Reporting Requirements, it is reported that no
subcontracts for research under the FY 1980 program were
entered into during the 6 months ending June 30, 1982.

111. Reference: Network #3, Task 3.3 (beginning with sub-

task 3.3.9 and ending with 3.3.19)
Seventy-one proposals were received in early June from
55 agencies; two were rejected for reasons of noncompliance with specifications; and the remaining 69 were mailed
within one week of receipt to the project panels for evaluation and rating. Meetings to translate the ratings to final
rankings and to select 1st- and 2nd-choice agencies are
scheduled for August 16-20, 1982.
IV. Reference: Synthesis Task (Unnumbered)

Steps were taken toward identification and selection of
members for the topic panels pertaining to the two syntheses
identified in Table I for the FY '81 program. Funds carried
forward from the allocations to the FY '80 syntheses are
being used to the point of depletion while awaiting contract
amendment by which the FY '81 funds will be provided.
A first topic panel meeting is set for July 1 relative to the
subject of fuel additives and alternative fuel grades. July 20
is the date established for the topic panel meeting concerning the subject of allocation of time for maintenance
workers. The main objectives of the meetings are to settle
on scope statements and identify potential topic panel
consultants, and these objectives will be carried forward
to the extent that presently available funds permit.
V. Reference: Contract DTUM60-81-C-72012

FY 1981 Program

In line with the requirements of Article XIX, Subcontracting Reporting Requirements, it is reported that no
subcontracts for research under the FY 1981 program were
entered into during the 6 months ending June 30, 1982.

I. Reference: Network #J, Tasks 1.1 and 2.1 (subtasks

FY 1982 Program

2.1.l through 2.1.13)
All work under Task 1.1 of this network is covered by
the APTA contract for conduct of the TSG operation
relative to formulation of annual programs and other
responsibilities. Task 2.1 work is carried out by the PTC
in support of the TSG, and it was completed and reported
on earlier (see NCTRP Progress Report 1) .
II. Reference: Network #2,

Tasks 2.1 (beginning with
subtask 2 .1 .15), 3.0, 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 (ending with
subtask 3.3.7)
The final makeup of the TSG's FY '81 program (six
projects, two syntheses) was not made known to the PTC
until January 5, 1982; however, based on PTC knowledge
of the outcome of the TSG meeting in Chicago in October,
work was started soon thereafter on structuring project
panels and preparing for March and August meetings. The
first series of meetings took place March 22-30, and the
project statements developed there were mailed within 2
weeks of each meeting to more than 3,000 recipients.
Based on the January 5 awareness of the program to be
referred officially, steps were taken to obtain ballot approval
by the TRB Executive Committee Subcommittee for the
NCTRP, so that formal acceptance by the Academy could
follow soon after program referral. Ballot approval was
under date of January 27.
UMTA officially referred the program on March 30, and
the Academy's acceptance of it for administration was on
May 3.

I. Reference: Network # 1, Tasks 1.1 and 2.1 (subtasks

2.1.1 through 2.1.13)
All work under Task 1.1 is covered by the APTA contract for conduct of the TSG operation relative to formulation of annual programs and other responsibilities.
Under Task 2. 1, the PTC processed 48 1st-stage problems relative to TRIS searches and staff evaluations for
benefit of the submitters. The next activity will consist of
staff participation in the TSG meeting to formulate the
research program.
11. Reference: Contract DTUM60-81-C-72012

In line with the requirements of Article XIX, Subcontracting Reporting Requirements, of the prime contract,
it is reported that no subcontracts for research under the
FY 1982 program were entered into during the 6 months
ending June 30, 1982.
Difficulties Encountered During Report Period

None of serious consequence. Some difficulty was encountered in obtaining TRIS retrievals on a timely basis
because of staff problems that were transient and unavoidable and should not reoccur.
Difficulties Projected for Next Report Period

Research agencies for the FY '81 projects will be selected
in August. The overall schedule of events calls for con-
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tracting in the September-October period. Amendment of
Contract DTUM60-81-C-72012 to provide the funds to
support the FY '81 research is, therefore, critical from a
timing standpoint if this objective is to be met.
The TSG will meet soon to formulate the FY 1982 program. Consideration needs to be given then to the matter of
continuation projects. These are defined as projects started
earlier and for which, for a variety of reasons, the project
panels have recommended additional funding to ensure that
the projects are carried to a point of reasonable conclusion
and in reasonable time. The background supporting the
need for continuations is contained in the Problem Evaluation Forms (PEFs) developed initially under subtask
3.2.9, Network #2, and updated under subtask 3.3.27,
Network #3. Following the latter activity, the PEFs are
incorporated in the annual PTC report to UMTA and the
TSG on the reasons behind contractor selections, the first
such report being issued under date of August 31, 1981.
The next report will be ready around the end of August
1982,
As matters now stand, three projects are candidates for
continuation funding, the first of which is under the FY '80
program and for which the PEF is contained in the August
report. The remaining two are under the FY '81 program,
and their PEFs will be updated in the forthcoming August
meeting of the project panels and will be included in the
contractor selection report to be submitted to UMT A and
the TSG soon thereafter. The three projects, their recommended funding levels, and the requested year of funding
are:

1. Project 31-1, FY '80, at $300,000 from FY '82
2. Project 3 8-1, FY '8 1 at $ 50,000 from FY '82
3. Project 43-1, FY '8 1, at $200,000 from FY '83

The foregoing serves to remind UMTA and the TSG
of a facet of overall NCTRP operation that must be addressed if projects are to be fully executed and carried out
in the shortest possible time frame. More information will
be provided soon to the TSG for consideration in its forthcoming meeting.
PTC Activities in the Next Report Period

1. Routine surveillance of contracts for FY '80 research
and follow-up as appropriate on projects that reach their
expiration dates in the report period.
2. Panel meetings to select agencies for FY '81 research
and follow-up as appropriate to arrive at executed contracts.
3. Routine surveillance of contracts for FY '81 research
with beginning dates in the report period.
4. Participation in the TSG meeting to formulate the
FY '82 program.
5. Establish dates for project panel meetings and strueture panels relative to the FY '82 program.
6. Support, as may be required, the TSG processes for
evaluation of problems submitted for consideration under
the FY 1983 program.
7. Provide background information necessary to the
TSG's deliberations on project panel recommendations of
continuation funding for certain FY '80 and '81 projects.
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Activity Descriptions

for
All Networks

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTIONS FOR NCTRP NETWORKS
TASK
1.1

SUBt ASK AND DESCRIPTION OF AC'l'IVI'fIES
1.1.1

TSG solicits problem statements in detailed

1. 1. 3
1.1.5

Problem statements prepared and submitted
As received , problem statements are forwarded to PTC (TRB)
TSG sets date for meeting to formulate annual
work program

DELIVERY DATE

format

1.1.7
2.1

2 .1.1
2.1. 3
2.1.5
2 . 1. 7
2.1.9
2.1.11
2 . 1.13
2.1.15
2.1.17
2 . 1.19
2.1.21

2.1.23
2 .1. 25
2.1.27
2. 1. 29
2 . 1.31
2 .1. 33

3.0

3.0.1

PTC (TRB staff) extract s key words and sends
to TRIS
TRIS searches files, forwards output to TRB
PTC staff screens out nonrelevant materials
PTC staff prepares evaluations
PTC sends copy of problem statement and TRIS
output to UMTA Program Coordinator to obtain
UMI'A evaluation
UMI'A staff prepares evaluations
As made, PTC staff evaluations and TRIS output are forwarded to TSG
As made, UMI'A evaluations are forwarded to
TSG
Based on evaluations, TSG modifies details
of problem
By letter ballot, TSG members rate revised
problem statements
TSG ratings are converted to rankings and
circulated to membership
TSG meets to formulate annual work program
TSG sends annual work program to UMTA for
approval
UMTA acts on approval of program
UMTA and TSG Coordinate as needed if revision of recommended program is necessary
UMTA refers approved program to PTC, with
copy of correspondence to TSG
Staff participat es in TSG meeting
TRB ballots Executive Co1ll!llittee subcommittee
for the NCTRP on acceptabilit y of problems
to be identified with the Academy

• =Accumulative f r om dat e PTC receives work pr ogram.

As

required

As required
As required
As required

As required

As required

+ 1 week*

TASK

3.0

SUBTASK AND DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES
3.0.3
3.0.5
3.0.7
3.0.9
3.0.11
3.0.13
3.0.15
3.0.17

3.1

3.1.1
3.1.3
3.1.5
3.1. 7
3.1. 9
3.1.11
3.1.13
3.1.15
3.1.17
3.1.19
3.1. 21
3.1.23
3.1.25
3.1.27
3.1.29
3.1.31
3.1.33
3.1.35
3.1.37

DELIVERY DATE

Subcommittee acts on ballot
TRB recommends acceptance action to PTC
PTC acts on acceptance recouunendation and
so notifies UMTA
UMTA notifies TSG of PTC acceptance
TSG acts as appropriate re PTC rejections of
problems or programs
TSG submits revisions to UMTA
UMI'A submits revisions to PTC
3.0.1 through 3.0.9 repeated as needed

+ 3 weeks
+ 3.5 weeks
+ 4,0 weeks

Concurrently with 3.0.1, Director, CRP,
assigns problems to research areas and staff
Director sets panel meeting dates

+

4.2 weeks

+

4.5 weeks

PTC prepares background materials for letters
soliciting nominees for panels
Staff determines balance of expertise
required by problem
Solicitation letters are mailed
Nominees are submitted
Staff balances nominee expertise against
problem needs and recommends panels to
Director
Director and staff agree on tenta~ive
rosters
Director sends invitation-to-serve letters

+ 6.0 weeks

Responses are returned
Director sends additional invitations in
instances of turndowns
Director sets tentative rosters
Director sends acknowledgment letter to
those accepting
Concurrently with 3.1.25, Director
submits tentati.ve rosters to Academy fo·c
approval
Academy acts on approvals andnotifies Director
Concurrently with 3.1.27, Director
prepares formal appointment letters for TRB
Executive Director's signature
Appointment letters are mailed
Director begins coordination with UMTA and
TSG to develop mailing list for Project
Statements
Cards confit'11ling acceptance of appointment
are mailed to TRB

As required

+ 6.0 weeks
+ 6.5 weeks
As required
As required
As required
As required

As required
As required
As required
As required
As required

+

15 weeks
weeks

+ 12

TASK
3.2

SUBTASK AND DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES
3.2.1
3.2.3
3.2.5
3.2.7
3.2.9
3.2.11
3.2 .13
3.2.15

3.3

3.3.1
3.3.3
3.3.5
3.3.7
3.3.9
3.3.11
3.3 . 13
3.3.15
3.3.17
3.3.19
3.3.21
3.3.23
3.3.25
3.3.27
3.3.29
3.3.31
3.3.33
3.3.35
3.3.37
3.3.39
3.3.41
3 . 3.43
3.3.45
3.3.47

DELIVERY DATE

Technical panels meet to prepare Project
Statements
Project Statements are submitted to editorial and production processes
Project Statements are printed
Project Statements are forwarded to mailer
Panels prepare Problem Evaluation Forms
Panels review guidelines for proposal evaluation and agree on weights for key elements
Staff drafts meeting notes and circulates
for approval
Meeting notes types, duplicated, and mailed

+ 19.5 weeks

Project Statement mailed
Staff responds to inquiries as necessary
Staff coordinates with Minority Business
Enterprises
Agencies prepare and submit proposals
Proposals processed
Notifications of rejections mailed
Conflicts determined
Letters dropping conflicts from panels mailed
Proposals mailed to panel
Panels evaluate proposals and prepare pros
and cons
Panels meet to rank proposals and make selections
Panels prepare statements of reasons behind
selections
Panels prepare Proposal Review and Recot1m1endation Form (PRRF)
Panels update Problem Evaluation Form (PEF)
Notification to unsuccessful propesers prepared and mailed
1st-choice letters prepared and mailed
2nd-choice letters prepared and mailed
PTC's Senior Project's Officer sent 1st-choice
proposal and asked to determine agency's financial responsibility
Comptroller's Office sent 1st-choice proposal
PTC report to UMTA on agency selections
is prepared and mailed to UMTA, copy to TSG
Agencies respond to PRRF
Panels act on approvals of agencies' responses
Contract Information Summary (CIS) is prepared
and sent to PTC's SPO
PTC's SPO prepares preliminary draft subcontract and forwards to NCTRP staff for approval

+ 24 weeks

As required

As required

+ 23.5 weeks
+ 19.5 weeks
+ 19.5 weeks
+ 21.5 weeks

+ 23.5 weeks
As required
As required

+ 32.5 weeks
As required
As required
As required
+ 33 weeks
As required

+ 41-45 weeks
+ 41-45 weeks
+ 41-45 weeks

+ 41-45 weeks
+ 42-46 weeks
+ 42-46 weeks
+ 42-46 weeks

+ 41.5-45.5. weeks

+ 41 . 5-45.5. weeks
+ 47 weeks
As required
As required
+41.5-45.5 weeks

+ 43.5- 47.5 weeks

TASK
3.3

SUBTASK AND DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES

DELIVERY DATE

3.3.49

+ 44-48 weeks

3 . 3.51
3.3.53
3.3.55
3.3.57
3.3.59
3.4

3.4.1
3.4.3

4.1

4.1.1
4.1.3
4.1.5

4.2

4.2.1
4.2.3
4.2.5
4.2.7
4.2.9
4.2.11
4.2.13
4 .2 .15
4.2.17
4.2.19
4.2.21

4.2.23
4.2.25
4.2.27

4.2.29
4.2.31

NCTRP staff acts on approval and returns
draft
PTC's SPO prepares final draft and mails
to agencies
Agencies review and respond to SPO
SPO and NCTRP staff coordinates as needed
re agency response
SPO prepares formal subcontract and sends
copy to UMTA
UMTA coordinates, as required, with SPO
subcontract
PTC provides UMTA with a statement of safeguards against personal or organizational
conflicts of interest
PTC provides UMTA with copy of Procedural
Manual for Agencies Conducting Work in the
NCTRP
SPO forwards subcontract to agency for
execution
Agencies execute subcontracts and return to
SPO
Research begins
Agencies submit Working Plan (WP)
Staff forwards WP to panels for review and
approval
Panels act and notify staff
Panel review comments on WP sent to agencies
Agencies revise as needed and resubmit
Staff coordinates with panels as necessary
re revised submittal
Agencies notified of approval action
PTC staff makes first surveillance visit
PTC staff monitors research in progress
through contacts, visits, progress reports
- monthly and quarterly
PTC staff keeps panels abreast of work
PTC staff distributes quarterly progress reports from agencies and coordinates re review
comments
PTC staff prepares semi-annual progress report for UMTA and TSG
PTC staff participates in briefings as
required
PTC staff prepares annual report on PTC progress in administration of NCTRP activities
Annual report is distributed
Staff checks and approves agency invoices

+ 46-50 weeks
As required

+ 48-52 weeks

+ 51-55 weeks
As

required

As required

+ 52-56 weeks
+ 53-57 weeks

+ 53-57 weeks
+ 55-59 weeks
As required
As required
As required
As required

As required
As required
Continuous
Continuous
Calendar quarter
December & July
As required
December annually
March 15 annually
As required

TASK

SUBTASK AND DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES

DELIVERY DATE

5.2

5.2.1

As necessary and appropriate to circumstances,
PTC staff will see to preparation and distribution of digests, technical articles, etc,,
reporting to the transit community on useful
products soon after they are developed

As required

5.4

5.4.1
5.4.3
5.4.5
5.4 . 7

As completed
Final report received in preliminary draft
On receipt
Copy is sent to editor
On receipt
Copy is sent to responsible staff engineer
On receipt
Acknowledgment of receipt prepared and sent
to Principal Investigator
On receipt
Staff engineer advises SPO of receipt and
asks SPO to request inventory of data and
equipment from subcontractor and final audit
through Comptroller's Office if final bill is in
On receipt
Staff engineer prepares and mails memo requesting panel review of report re technical
compliance with subcontract requirements
As required
Panels complete reviews and mail to staff
engineer
On receipt
Two (2) copies are sent to file
Receipt+ 30 days
Staff engineer completes his review
Receipt+ 7 weeks
Staff engineer summarizes review comments
and mails to Principal Investigator
As required
Principal Investigator prepares point-bypoint letter response to review comments
and mails to TRB
As required
Principal Investigator revises report
according to panel review comments and
ships prescribed number of copies to PTC
On receipt
Copy of final draft is sent to staff engineer
As necessary
Staff engineer reviews final draft and
accumulates information, materials, etc.,
as appropriate to needs of editorial and
publication processes
On receipt
Staff engineer sends copy of report to SPO
as evidence of fulfillment of contract
On receipt
Director sends fifty (50) copies of report
t o UMTA and r eques t s approval
On receipt
Director sends fifty (SO) copies of report
to TSG
As necessary
PTC staff arrives at decision as to manner
of publication and distri bution of report,
copy to TSG
As appropriate
Reports not to be published are submitted
by PTC to University Microfilms International (UMI)

5.4.9

5.4.11
5.4.13
5.4.15
5.4.17
5.4.19

5.4.21
5.4.23
5.4.25
5.4.27

5.4.29
5.4 . 31
5.4.33
5 . 4.35
5.4.37

TASK

5.4

SUBTASK AND DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES

5.4.39
5.4.41
5.4.43
5.4.45
5.4.47
5.4.49
5.4.51
5.4.53
5.4.55
5.4.57
5.4.59
5.4.61
5.4.63
5.4.65
5.4 . 67
5.4.69
5.4.71
5.4.73
5.4.75
5.4.77
5.4.79
5.4.81
5.4.83
5.4.85
5.4.87

UMI'A reviews report and forwards approval
to PTC, copy to TSG
Subcontractor prepares and mails response
re data and equipment inventory to PTC (SPO)
SPO requests TRB comments on agency recommendation for disposition of data and equipment
Staff engineer advises SPO of instructions
to agency
SPO responds to agency
Agency acknowledges instructions
DCAA performs audit and notifies PTC SPO of
results
SPO sends DCAA report to TRB for comments
Staff engineer and Program Director agree on
comments re final payment and forward them
to SPO
SPO instructs agency to submit final (completion) voucher and Contractor's Certification
Agency prepares and submits final voucher
and Contractor's Certification
SPO forwards voucher through Comptroller's
Office for TRB approval
TRB acts on approval and sends voucher to
Comptroller's Office
Comptroller's Office invoices UMTA
UMI'A acts on invoice and forwards to
Treasury
Treasury forwards payment to PTC
PTC makes final payment to agency
Staff engineer writes Foreword and puts report into editorial and publication process
Staff engineer forwards report abstract to
TRIS
Staff editor places copy of Foreword in
suspense file for retrieval at galley stage
Staff editor acquires Library of Congress
number
Editor and staff engineer review Foreword
to ensure relevancy to current circumstances at galley stage
Staff engineer forwards Foreword to Principal Investigator for checking
Principal Investigator reviews and returns
to staff engineer with comments
Editor completes work and sends report for
publication

DELIVERY DATE
Receipt+ 30 days
As required

As required
As required

As required

As received
As required
As required

As received
As required
As necessary

As appropriate
As appropriate
On

receipt

On receipt

As appropriate

As appropriate
As prepared

As

appropriate

TASK
5.4

SUBTASK AND DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES
5.4.89
5.4.91

5.4.93
5.4.95
5.4.9,
5.4.99
5.4.101
5.4.103
5.4.105
5 . 4.107

5.4 . 109
5.4.111

DELIVERY DATE

As appropriate
Report is published
As appropriate
Staff editor coordinates with staff engineer
to prepare summary sheet necessary for placing published report in NTIS (Form NTIS-35,
Rev. 10/73)
Report is distributed through PTC (TRB) selec- As appropriate
tive distribution processes to UMTA, TSG, and
many others
As appropriate
PTC staff prepares and mails letters sending
published report to panel members
As appropriate
TRB advises Academy of panel disbandment
As appropriate
PTC prepares and mails letter of appreciation
to Principal Investigator (includes copy of
published report)
PTC mails copies as prescribed in subcontract, As appropriate
of published report to subcontractor's contracts officer
As appropriate
Comptroller's Office forwards to TRB notification of amount of final payment and closure
of project account
As appropriate
PTC project records closed on receipt of
final payment information
As appropriate
When decision is made re publication of report, panel is so notified via letter of
appreciation. They are also told that we
will take steps to disband panel but that
they will receive copy of report when published
As appropriate
UMTA is advised of publication decision,
copy to TSG
As appropriate
Principal Investigator is advised of publication decision

PROGRESS BY PROJECTS

The fo llowing pages present detailed status reports on
those projects continuing beyond June 30, 1982. The
status of all projects can be found in Tab le I.

TABLE I
PROJECTS FOR FY '80 THROUGH FY 'B l-SUMMARY OF STATUS THROUGH JUNE 30, 1982

PRO.JECT
NO.

TITLE

RESEARCH
AGENCY

COST($)
CONTRACT
AMOUNT OR
CONTRACT

AREA 30: ADMINISTRATION-ECONOMICS

30-1

Small Transit Buses: A Manual for Improved Purchasing, Use, and Maintenance

$300,000

AREA 31: ADMINISTRATION-FINANCE

31-1

The Impacts of Federal Grant Requirements on Transit Agencies

Booz-Allen

50,000

GAMSinc.

150,000
100,000

Systems Des. Concept

150,000

AREA 33: ADMINISTRATION-PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

33-1
33-2

Transit Bus Operator Selection and Training for Dealing with Stress
Assessment of Job Enrichment Programs for the Transit Industry
AREA 36: PLANNING-ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS

36-1

Improving Decision-Making for Major Urban Transit Investments
AREA 38: PLANNING-SYSTEM PLANNl'NG

38-1

National Transit Computer Software Directory

100,000

AREA 39: PLANNING-ROUTE PLANNING

39-1

A Modular Approach to On-Board, Automatic Data Collection Systems

150,000

AREA 40: PLANNING-IMPACT ANALYSIS

40-1

Simplified Guidelines for Evaluating Transit Options in Small Urban Areas

150,000

AREA 43: DESIGN-TRACK AND ANCILLARY SYSTEMS

43-1

Detection of Low-Level Fault Currents on Rail Transit Systems

100,000

AREA 47: MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION-GENERAL MATERIALS

47-1

Improved Service Life of Urban Transit Coach Brakes

Battelle Mem Inst

300,000

Booz-Allen

39,976
135,115

AREA 54: OPERATIONS-ENERGY EFFICIENCY

54-1
54-2

Improve Transit Bus Energy Efficiency and Productivity
Energy Management of Electric Rail Transit Systems

Carnegie-Mellon

AREA 60: SPECIAL PROJECTS

60-1

Synthesis of Information Related to Transit Problems
TS-1 : Cleaning Equipment and Procedures for Transit Buses
TS-2: Priority Treatment for Buses on Urban Streets
TS-3: Cost-Benefit Analysis of Fuel Additives and Alternative Fuel Grades

TRB
ATE Mgmt
PAWA

TS-4: Standard for Allocation of Time for Maintenance Workers
• Continuing activity supported in FY '80 and FY '81 at amount shown.
" Allocated-balances a re carried forward to support future synthesis studies.

TABLE ll
PUBLISHED REPORTS OF THE NATIONAL COOPERATIVE TRANSIT RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Synthesis of Highway Practice
No. Title, Pages, Price
I Cleaning Transit Buses: Equipment and Procedures (Proj. 60-1 , Topic TS-I), 39 p., $6.80
2 Enforcement of Priority Treatment for Buses on Urban Streets ( Proj. 60-1, Topic TS-2), 30 p., $6.40

210,000 •
75,000 b
75,000 b
30,000 b
30,000 b

START-

COMPLE-

ING
DATE

TION

PROJECT STATUS

DATE

PROJECT
NO.

(for details, see latest Summary of Progress)

In developmental stage

30-1

Research in progress

31-1

Research in progress
In developmental stage

33-1
33-2

Research in progress

36-1

12 months

In developmental stage

38-1

18 months

In developmental stage

39-1

15 months

In developmental stage

40-1

15 months

In developmental stage

43-1

Research in progress

47-1

Report in editorial and publication process

54-1

Research in progress

54-2

21 months

11/30/81

8/ 31/82

10/15/81

10/14/ 83

12 months

2/1/ 83

11/2/81

12/1/81

11 / 30/ 83

10/1 / 81

6/ 30/ 82

10/ 1/81

12/31/ 82

2/ 16/81
3/16/ 81

60-1

Research in progress

11/7 /80
12/31/ 81
12/31/81

(TS-1)60-1
(TS-2) 60-1

Completed-Published as NCTRP Synthesis 1
Completed-Published as NCTRP Synthesis 2
Project details will be developed in July 1982
Project details will be developed in July 1982

(TS-3) 60-1
(TS-4) 60-1

TABLE ill
NCTRP RESEARCH RESULTS DIGESTS •
DIGEST
NO.

PROJ .
NO.

TITLE, PAGES, PRICE

33-1.

Review of Literature Related to Bus Operator Stress, I Sp,

$3.00

• See Table I for project titles. Orders must be prepaid if for less than $10.00. M ake request to Publications Office, Transportation Research Board.
ZIOI Consitution Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20418.
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AREA THIRTY:

ECONOMICS

Project:
Title :

30-1 , FY '81
Small Transit Buses:
Use, and Maintenance

Research Agency:
Principal Investigator :

In Developmental Stage

Effective Date :
completion Date:

(21 months)

A Manual for Improved Purchasing,

AGENCY PERFORMANCE
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Is the p roject on schedule?
Percent project complete
Is the research in keeping with the approved research plan?
contract Amount:
Estimated Expenditures to 6/30/82:
Are the expenditures in keeping with the project progress?

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
One of the important decisions facing both rural and urban transit decisionmakers i s whether to invest
scarce funds in more expensive or less expensive small transit buses. Available small buses (i.e.,
ranging from van conversions to 31-ft heavy-duty small buses) are highly diverse in both capital costs and
technology. Their uses are also highly diverse, spanning the range from large transit fleets in major
urban areas to small rural operators, and including fixed-route, demand-responsive , shuttle and other
services. The complexity of both needs and possible solutions has led to many poor choices of buses for
specific duties. In addition, uncertainties with respect to the small bus market have led to a lack of
continuity in design and development; perceived problems in bus operation, maintenance, and reliability; a
lack of clear definition of bus demand ; and little standardization within realistic price ranges.
Consequently, no guidelines exist with which transit providers , seek ing to purchase or replace small
buses, can make objective decision s concerning the best bus type t o be procured.
The general objective of this research is to develop a workbook-style manual for local transit
operators and to identify key recommendations that might feasibly be taken by transit operators , local
governments, states, and UMTA to substantially improve the procurement, appropriate use, and maintenance
processes for small transit buses. The manual is intended for use by individuals experienced and
inexperienced in the procurement and operation of small trans it buses. Furthermore , the manual is
intended to assist individuals in the cost-effective procurement, maintenance, and operation of buses in a
wide range of local, institutional , serv ice , and operating environments .
(Included in the definition of
service and operating envi ronments are maximum and average loads; type of service ; range requirements
(i.e., distance between refueling); wheelchair-lift or ramp needs, and actual usage; types , conditions,
and grades of roads/streets; dwell-time constraints ; weather ext r emes ; frequency and degree of
acceleration/braking; communication equipment requirements; and fare collection equipment requirements) .
The manual will be based on research requiring the collection, tabulation , and analyses of primary
information and data. While performing the research, investigators must be particularly cognizant of bus
maintainability a nd fuel efficiency. (Included in the defi nition of maintainability are life expectancy
of the bus ' s power train , body, and major components; minimum mean time before fa ilure (MTBF) rates of
components; availability and cost of parts; maintenance and servicing f acilities required; skill l evels
and representative times and costs required for servicing and repair; complexity of subsystems (i . e . ,
lifts and air conditioning) .) Fuel efficiency studies s hould consider duty cycle, propulsion tech no logy,
maintenance, bus size and we ight, gearing , etc . Transit operators will be the principal users of the
research resul ts , although they should also be of interest to manufacturers and funding agencies. To
accomplish this objective the following tasks are considered essent ial but not limiting:
Task l - Determine the present capital and ope r ating costs , and performance of s mal l transit buses in
U.S. operati ons as affected by (1) ser vice and operating environments, (2) institutional e nvironment s , and
(3) maintenance ava i labil ity and sophistication.
A. Develop a classification system for small buses by type (life expectancy, maintainability,
operating cost) and size .
B. Develop a classification system for operat i onal envi ronments and maintenance programs.
c. Develop a detailed data collection plan for use in determining capital and operating costs fo r
various classes of buses, maintenance programs, and opera ting envi ronme nts.
D. Coll ect data and s ummarize results for various bus and component classes to provide transit
ope rato r s with relevant design characteristics and operating experience. Analyze MTBF data (as de veloped
in this s tudy o r available elsewhere), design character i stics, and general operating experience for key
components , subsystems , chassis types , etc. that are cr itical to the development of minimum specifications
for various service and operating env ironments, appropr iate maintenance actions , and realistic replacement
intervals. Develop from these data an engineering a nalysis of each bus class describing its s uitability
for various type s of serv\ce and like ly operating results . Assess the practicality of using life- cycle
costs to assist in the description of operating results .
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E, Identify problems for transit operators and manufacturers in using or producing small transit
buses that are supported by the data.
Task 2 - Develop practical r ecommendations for resolution of key problems, identified in the research,
for improving the purchase, maintainability, and cost-effective use of small transit buses. These
recommendations should be oriented towards actions that can be taken by transit operating agencies to
improve delivery of service.
Task 3 - Based on the results of Task 1, develop a workbook (flow-chart type) manual that can be used
by transit operators to make appropriate small bus choices. The manual should be designed to take as
input such planning factors as serv ice type, anticpated passenger l oads , typical speeds, maintenance and
institutional factors. Its output should include the classes of small transit buses that are best suited
to the projected operating environment, spec ial specification items or options t hat should be required,
the range of maintenance and fuel costs likely to be experienced, a nd special maintenance provisions that
s hould be undertaken.
Funds Available:

$300,000

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS:
REPORT(S) AVAILABILITY:

None

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR(S):
RESPONSIBLE NCTRP STAFF ENGINEER:

R, Ian Kingham - 202/334-3224
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AREA THIRTY-ONE:

FINANCE

Project:
Title:

31-1, FY ' 80
The Impacts of Federal Grant Requirements on Transit
Agencies

Research Agency:
Principal Investigator:

Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc.
Subhash R. Mundle

Effective Date:
completion Date:

November 30, 1981
August 31 , 1982
AGENCY PERFORMANCE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Is the project on schedule?
No*
Percent project complete 93
Is the research in keeping with the approved research plan? Yes
Contract Amount: $50,000
Estimated Expenditures to 6/30/82: $35,050
Are the expenditures in keeping with the project progress? Yes

*Project is 1 1/2 months behind schedule due to delays caused by interview scheduling.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
As the federal transit program has grown, this growth has been accompanied by a proliferation of
fede rally imposed requirements. The costs and effects of grant requirements are causing increas ing
concern to transit agencies . A Section 3 grant application for a new bus purchase requires approximately
21 exhibits to comply with UMTA requirements. Additionally, several annual submissions are required if
the grant approval process takes more than one year.
Such requirements have forced many transit operators to allocate scarce resources to federally
required procedural work. The costs of compliance may include (1) i nflationary cost escalations, (2)
allocation funds to administrative detail, (3) project delays , (4) revisions of p roject scope , (5)
reductions in management flexibility, and (6) increased capital costs.
There is a need to quant i fy the impacts of federal requirements on the capacity of a transit system to
(1) comply and (2) serve effect i vely the intent of the legislation. Furthermore, there i s a need to
develop recommendations to improve the grant application process.
Presently available f unds are sufficient to address but a portion of the entire problem; therefore,
research needed beyond that described below will depend on provision of additional resources from future
years.
The general objective of this study is t o determine the costs and effects of federal legislation ,
regulations, UMTA circulars, administrative letters and formal administrative guidelines for the Section 3
capital grant application process and to make recommendations for its improvement. The study results are
anticipated to be useful to (1) transit agencies in the ir decision to apply for federal grants , (2)
leg i slators drafting legislation, and (3) the Urban Mass Transportation Administration in amending
requirements . In recommending improvements cons ideration will be given to the intent of legislation,
regulations, circulars , letters , and guidelines.
Because of the limitation on available funds , the research specifically excludes considerat ion of
Section 13(c) and 504 requirements. Additionally, the research will not consider Section 5 capital and
operating grants; applicability to fixed guideway systems; project management requirements for approved
grants; and applicability to special ized transit services.
Toward the general objective stated above , the following tasks will be performed .
Task 1- -Develop four scenario(s) that will describe medium-sized transit agencies qualifying for and
applying for an inc r ease in size of their bus fleet by 25 percent . Such scenario(s) will identify the
requirements that the agency would have to meet in o rder to be eligible for fund i ng under UMTA Section 3.
Scenario elements will include but not necessarily be limited to (1) pr oject just i fication and planning
(SRTP-TIP), (2) grant applicat i on and documentation, (3) bus maintenance requirements, (4) human resource
regulations , and (5) public hearing requirements.
Task 2--Conduct and analyze six case studies based on the scenarios developed in Task 1 . On-site
interviews will be conducted.
Task 3--Determine applicability of the cost and impact results of Tasks 1 and 2 to larger and smaller
agencies. Telephone interviews will be conducted with eight to ten agencies .
Task 4--Compare the actual results of Tasks 1 and 2 with the procedural intents of the regulations.
Task 5--Develop recommendations : (a) procedural reform to expedite UMTA's obligation of funds , and
(b) strateg ies to reduce costs to transit agencies .
STATUS OF RESEARCH
Progress through June 30 , 1982, includes completion o f all r esearch tasks. Six case stud ies of
transit agenc ie s (medium size) were completed early in the calendar year followed by telephone surveys of
four large agencies and four small agencies. Furthermore, officials of UMTA, APTA, and Congress ional
staff were interviewed. On the basis of the case studies and interviews, recommendations for re f orming
the capital grant application process have been formulated. The recommendations developed in Task 5
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address both procedural reforms to expedite application processing and strategies to reduce costs
currently incurred by transit agencies. Substantial p r ogress has been made on the final report.
PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS:

Good

REPORT(S) AVAILABILITY :

None

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR(S):

Mr. Subhash R. Mundle
Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc.
400 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106
(215) 627-5450

RESPONSIBLE NCTRP STAFF ENGINEER:

R. Ian Kingham - 202/334-3224
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AREA THIRTY-THREE:

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Project :
Title:

33-1, FY '8 0
Transit Bus Operator Selection and Training for Dealing
with Stress

Research Agency:
Principal Investigator:

Group Associated Management Services , Inc.
Dr. Br ownlee Ell i ott

Effective Date:
completion Date:

October 15 , 1981
October 14, 1983
AGENCY PERFORMANCE

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Is the project on schedule?
Yes
Per cent project complete 25
Is the research in keeping with the approved research plan? Yes
Contract Amount: $ 150,000
Estimated Expenditures to 6/30/82: $44,000
Are the expenditures in keeping with the project progress? Yes

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Some bus operators possessing the basic skills to operate the vehi cle may still experience
difficulties in performing their job satisfactorily because of inabil ity to cope effect i vel y wi t h t he
public . Use of all poss i ble training and disciplinary action does not help when the individual hi r ed does
not have the psychol og i cal strengths necessary to deal effectively wi th cont i nuous public contact, and the
resultant stress may l ead to more workers' compensat i on claims for nonvisible physical injury (i.e ., heart
and psychological problems) as well as to more accidents , absen teeism, and personnel turnover.
Various selection and tra ining methods are currently being used by individual t r ansit agencies. Some
of these methods have been developed specifically for appl i cation in the transit industry , some have
evolved f rom practice withi n individual agencies , and others represent modifications to methods orig i nally
developed for agencies outside of the transit indus try. At present, however , no one s ingle method of
selecting or training bus operators from the viewpoint of the ir ability to deal wi th stress is considered
to be generally acceptable for wide applicati on by transit agencies . To e nsure that methods have general
applicabi lity, the range of needs and capabilities of different size transit agencies, regional
d i ffe rences , and the makeup of the bus operator population (i.e. , male/female and minorities) must be
fully considered.
The objective o f this research is to provide an evaluative device or questionnaire for use as part of
the bus-dr iver-selection process that wil l validly indicate the applicant' s susceptibility t o s tress which
is li ke l y to affect job performance. The research will also p r ovi de t wo tra i ning modules : one designed
to help newly hired operators ant i c ipate and deal with typical stressful s i tuatio ns, and one designed to
help superv i sors recognize stress s ymptoms displayed by operators and provide guidance on appropr iate
courses of action .
STATUS OF RESEARCH
Reference literature and existing training p rograms have been reviewed to identify the various
environmental, psychological, and physiological factors commonly us ed in stress analysis. NCTRP Research
Results Digest 1 provides a summary of t he literature review. A prelimi nary set of factors and
characteristics relevant to the bus operators' job has been prepar ed . This p re liminary se t is being
reviewed and evaluat ed by managers, operators , and labor representat i ves from selected transit agencies
for suggested addit i ons and d e l etions . Agenc i es part i c ipa ting in this review inc l ude the Detroi t
Depa r tment of Transportation , Kansas City Area Transportat i on Authority, Regional Transit Serv ice
(Rochester, NY), Mercer County Metro (Tr enton , NJ) , Oklahoma City Mass Transit and Colorado Transit
Management (Colorado Spr ings, CO).
Ex i st ing operator-selection-test mechanisms will be evaluated for general appl icability in measur i ng
an individual' s tolerance f o r stress , and then either an existing device will be modified or a new test
device will be developed . The resulting device will bring together cur r ent efforts deal ing with t he
effects of stress , will have wide applicability in the trans it industry , and will be primarily aimed at
screening new applicants. The dev i ce will treat stress factors individually and in groups s uch as
passenger contact, environment, management/union/employee r elat ions , personal problems, and equipment.
The device will be f i eld tested by operator s from selected trans it agencies .
Two sample training modules will also be prepared : one for newly h ired operator t r aini ng (and perhaps
for voluntary retraining) and one fo r supervisor training . The primar y focus of the ne w operator training
will be to alert the d river to typical s tress- causing situations and provide specifi c guidance on how to
cope with each situa tion. Typical situat ions include (1) passenger contacts , e . g ., fights on the bus ; (2)
environmenta l fac tors, e . g., bad weather ; (3) management/un ion/employee r e l ations; (4) per sonal probl ems ,
and ( 5 ) equipment. The supervisor' s tra ining module will focus on the recognition of stress symptoms an d
tendencies (resulting from persona l or job-rela ted causes) and on the ident i fication of appropriate
courses of act i o n. Both module s will be adaptable by an individual transit agency so that t hrough
property-specific modifications they can be made part of existing t r aining p rograms.
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A listing will be provided of pertinent data and resources (films, videotapes, surveys, models , books,
papers, etc.) identifying concomitant costs, sources , and transit agencies that are using such methods for
selection and stress management training of bus operators and supervisors.
PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS:

Good

REPORT($) AVAILABILITY:

NCTRP Research Results Digest l

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR($):

Dr. Brownlee Elliott, Research Director
Group Associated Management Services, Inc.
Suite 3002, Woodward Tower
10 Witheral Street
Detroit, MI 48226
(313) 964-2790

RESPONSIBLE NCTRP STAFF ENGINEER:

Robert E. Spicher - 202/334- 3224
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AREA THIRTY-THREE:

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Project:
Title :

33-2, FY '81
Assessment of Job Enrichment Programs for the Transit
Industry

Research Agency:
Principal Investigator:

In Developmental Stage

Effective Date:
completion Date:

(12 months)

AGENCY PERFORMANCE
l .
2.
3,
4.

5.

IS the project on schedule?
Percent project complete
Is the research in keeping with the approved research plan?
Contract Amount:
Estimated Expenditures to 6/30/82:
Are the expenditures in keeping with the project progr ess?

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The political and fiscal environment of transit agencies is in a period of s igni ficant change.
Scarcity of funds will mean a renewed emphasis on productivity and redoubled efforts to retain and
motivate quality employees in the absence of f inancial incentives. New federal policies stressing local
initiative will encourage management to be more sensitive to innovative ideas, and a changing work force
will make different demands,
Although the transit industry is highly labor- intensive, a great deal of emphasis has been placed in
the past on capital development, financial controls, and transportation planning. Potentially, one of the
most important areas for improving transit agency effectiveness i s the development and management o f human
resources through job enrichment programs. There is a need for a systematic investigation of the
feasibi lity of job enrichment programs, such as job restructuring, quality circles , and other techniques
that utilize the full talents and abilities of transit employees . It is anticipated that the greatest
benefit of job enrichment efforts could be derived from first-line supervisors and those they supervise.
For purposes of this study, job enrichment is defined as making the elements of the job both
physically and psychologically more stimulating, resulting in more productive behavior. The organization
thus provides an environment that allows and influences sel f-esteem and promotes a positive attitude about
one 's employment through an individual's own initiatives. Job enrichment offers s e veral possible benefits
to the transit industry. For the organization , it provides the prospect of improving the operating
environment by enhancing the effective management of human resources. For the individual employee, the
concept fosters greater job satisfaction, improved self-esteem, and higher pr oductivity .
The general objective of this research is to assess t he feasibility of job enrichment programs for the
transit industry for first-l ine superv i sors and those they superv i se. The assessment would include a
su rvey and analysis of current techniques used to improve job satisfaction and productivity in trans it as
well as other fields with similar characteristics, The assessment would identify common barriers to the
implementation of job enrichment programs in transit agencies including, but not limited to , cost ,
labor-management relationships, political climate , and resistance to change. The assessment would also
include specific methods for measuring, monitoring, and evaluating the effectiveness and cost benefit of
job enrichment programs. It is anticipated that these objectives will involve the following tasks :
Task 1. Review of job enrichment literature.
Task 2 . Inventory and assessment of current status of job enrichment in trans i t.
Task 3 . Select and evaluate, for application, at l east 5 job enrichment techniques from Tasks 1 and
2. The evaluation should include an assessment of the feasibility of the se techniques when applied to
different size properties (small, 50 buses or less; medium, 51 to 200 buses; and large, over 200 buses).
Task 4. Develop sampl e detailed job enrichment programs for bus and rail operators , mechanics, fi r st
line s upervisors , and one other support position.
Task 5. Develop strategy for dissemination to the industry of job enrichment programs.
Task 6. Prepare final report that also contains an appendix that catalogs specific job enrichment
techniques applicable to the transit industry.
Funds Available:

$100,000

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS:
REPORT(S) AVAILABILITY :
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR(S):
RESPONSIBLE NCTRP STAFF ENGINEER:

Crawford F, Jencks - 202/334-3224
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AREA THIRTY-SIX:

ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS

Project:
Title:

36-1, FY '80
Improving Decision- Making for Major Urban Transit
Investmen t s

Research Agency:
Principal Investigator:

System Design Concepts , Inc.
Joseph R. Stowers

Effective Date:
Completion Date:

November 2 , 1981
February l, 1983
AGENCY PERFORMANCE

1.
l,
3.
4,
5.

Is the project on schedule?
No*
Percent project complete 43
Is the research in keeping with the approved resear ch plan? Yes
Contract Amount : $150 ,0 00
Estimated Expenditures to 6/30/82 : $57,930
Ar e the expendi tures in keeping with the project progress? Yes
*The project is 2 months behind schedule because of conflicting d emands on agency time. Efforts are
being made by the agency to accelerate research so that contract commitments can be met within the
presently stipulated performance period.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The env ironment for transportation planning and investment decisions is in a period of dramatic
change. Fiscal constraints, a possible reorientation of fede ral transportation policies, and an
inc r eas ing reliance on l o cal commitment and decis ion-making are all likely t o influence significantly the
future of transportation in urban areas. Even with these pressures, however, urban areas will st il l be
facing decisions o n major investments in trans i t systems. Thus, there will be a need in future years for
a planning and analysis process that examines major t r ansportation options and that informs
decision-makers so that most cost-effective investment decisions can be effected.
Since 1975, the Urba n Mass Tr ansportation Administration has r equired, as a condi tion for federal
f unding support, a str uctured process termed alternatives analysis f or proposed major investmen t s in urban
mass transit facilities. This process is used to identify p riority corridors for possible major
investments and to assess the cost-effectiveness of these investments in comparison to l ess costly t ransit
improvements . Information generated in the process is used both by feder a l off icials in administering a
discretionary capital grant p r ogram and by state and local officials in determining priorit ies and
identifying needed improvements in mass transportation services. Three i mportan t decis ion points occur
within the UMTA ma jor t r ans it investment planning process. First, appropriate local officials identify
the corr ido r( s) where maj or investments appear to be most needed. Second , local and federal officials
ag ree on a small set of investment alternatives that encompass a r easonably b road range o f opti ons.
Finally, local , state, and feder a l official s agree on one (or more) of these alternatives for advancement
into prel i minary engineering.
Since the advent of the a lte r nat ive s anal ysis r equ irement, a s igni ficant number o f urban a r eas have
been involved in some aspect of the process. Concerns have been expressed with the process. For example,
there i s uncertainty r egarding both the effect on the timing of transi t investment decisions and the use
of information in the federal review process and in local decision-making. Although adjustments to t he
process have been made to enhance its usefulness in local , state, and federal decision-making , no
comprehensive assessment has been made of the degree to which analytical requirements have p rovided
appropriate informatio n at key decis i o n points.
There is a need to evaluate past experience with alternatives a nalysis and to recommend improvements
i n the p r ocess that will result in mo r e e ff ective local , s tate , and federal decision-mak ing. Such an
assessment would be useful , for example, in identify ing points where decis i on-maker s have not had complete
information,where the p r ocess has constrain ed appropriate decis ions , or whe r e s i gnif i cant efforts are
invested in the devel opment of information that is not used in decision-making. Although it is unclear
what direct i on federa l policy will take i n regard to a lternatives a nalysis , the need for some form of
a l ternatives analysis for such i nvestments will continue .
The genera l object i ve of this research is to assess the federa l, state , and local decision-mak i ng
process for major urban mass t r ansportation investments by eval uating r ecent alternati ves analysis
experiences. The purpose of the assessment is to identify potential improvements in policy , procedures ,
and use of technical information; a nd to f ormulate planning p r ocedures recommendations for use by federal,
state , and local agencies . Such improvements would be in terms of t ime, costs , scale, presentation of
information, role of partic i pant s , and the like. {The assessment is not intended to prescribe specific
analytical techniques o r to judge the appropriateness of previous major urban transi t decis i ons . )
Research tasks to satisfy the general object i ve wi ll be as follows:
Task 1-- Inventory all appl icable regulations and requirements concern ing the evaluation of proposed
major urban mass transportation investments .
Task 2--Review relevant literature on alternatives ana l ysi s and trans it investment decision- making.
Task 3--Prepare methodologies for (a) the analysis and assessment of r ecent alternatives analys i s
decision- mak i ng experiences and (b) the selection of case stud i es .
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Task 4--Select and conduct case stud ies, includ ing those undertaken pursuant to the 1976 guidelines as
well as other cases.
Task 5--Evaluate the usefulness of information developed in a lterna tives analysis for decision-making
at each level of government.
Task 6- -Formulate recommendations to Federal DOT and to state and local agencies.
STATUS OF RESEARCH
Progress through June 30 , 1982, includes completion of Tasks 1 through 3 and substantial progress on
Task 4. Case stud i es were conducted in Baltimore and Houston. Si x add itional case studies will be
conducted before analytical work will begin t hat in turn will lead to recommendations to improve the
alternative analysis process.
PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS:

Good

REPORT(S) AVAILABILITY :

None

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR(S):

Joseph R. Stowers
Vice President
System Design Concepts , Inc.
One Farragut Square South
Washington, DC 20006
(202)393-5910

RESPONSIBLE NCTRP STAFF ENGINEER:

Mr. Arlee T.Reno
Di r ector of Fi nance and
Policy Studies
System Design Concepts , Inc.
One Farragut Square South
Washington , DC 20006
(202)393- 5910

R. Ian Kingham - 202/334-3224
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AREA THIRTY-EIGHT:

SYSTEM PLANNING

Project :
Title:

38-1, FY '81
National Transit Computer Software Directory

Research Agency:
Principal Investigator:

In Developmental Stage

Effective Date:
Completion Date:

(12 months)

AGENCY PERFORMANCE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Is the project on schedule?
Percent project complete
Is the research in keeping with the approved research plan?
Contract Amount:
Estimated Expenditures to 6/30/82 :
Are the expenditures in keeping with the project progress?

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Over the past decade, compute r (software) systems have gained widespread acceptance as important
management and operating tools in public transit agencies. Representative software applications include
planning (UTPS ), scheduling (RUCUS), operations control, ma intenance (SIMS), finance, and personnel. It
is estimated that the public transit industry spends several million dollars each year on the design of
software. Because there are great similarities in the structure a nd operation of transit agencies ,
software developed by one agency can often be adapted for use by other agencies with much less cost and
effort than custom-designing completely new software. The lack of knowledge of existing software and its
applications results in the spend ing of significant amounts of money by many transit agenc i es to develop
new software that may not be as effective as it could be or may be "reinventing the wheel." Therefore,
there is a need for the design and implementation of a detailed and complete national transit computer
software directory that can be continuously updated to function as a central clearinghouse, making
information available to i ndividual public transit agencies that are planning software development. The
anticipated benefit from the design and implementation of the directory is lower costs for sofware users.
Use of the directory should lead directly to commonal ity of systems, faster software implementation, and
public domain software that can be obtained at minimal cost. The benefit of identifying and using
transportable software can only be realized if there are provisions for maintenance of t he directory on a
cont inuing basis.
The objective of this research is to develop and pilot test a methodology for the establishment and
continuous updating of an automated directory of computer softwar e useful to the public transit industry .
The directory shall have the capability of including (1 ) software suitable for use by transit agencies of
all sizes, and (2) existing and future software for use on computers o f all types and sizes.
To accomplish the objective, the following tasks are to be conducted:
Task 1 -- Directory Content. Review and cite the applicable literature describing the availability of
computer software programs for use by public transit agencies. Examples of such references include, but
are not limited to, the American Public Transit Association (APTA) "Catalog of Management Information
System Applications within the Transit Industry,• the American Association of State Highway a nd
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) "Compute r System Index,• and work of the Institute of Transportation
Engineers (ITE). Using these references, and in consultation with the transit industry as appropriate,
the researche rs shall propose content, structure, and format for a directory of computer software. The
content of the directory shall focus on the principal categories of transit operation, such as finance,
operations, maintenance, administration, planning, as well as others deemed appropriate.
The researchers shall provide a detailed format, specifying the description for each principal
category a nd software application. In order to assist users in identifying software that is potentially
useful to them, sufficient detail should be provided, for example, hardware environment, operating system,
programming langugage, and the like .
Task 2 -- Methodology. The researchers shall investigate exi st ing information s y stems , such as the
Transportat i on Research Information System (TRIS), the International Road Research Documentation, and
others , to evaluate their capabilities regarding the recommended director y as part of those existing
systems. The researchers shall review a nd evaluate other methods of designing and maintaining the
automated transit directory. This evaluation should include:
•
•
•
•

Description of methods reviewed.
Review criteria used.
Pros/cons of each method.
Recommended method.

Documentation of the recommended method should include an overview, description of major functions,
copies of forms/screens/reports used for input/inquiry/output, and necessary procedures.
Task 3 -- Management Procedures. The ultimate s uccess of this project require s the existence of an
organization (not yet identified) that will be r esponsible for the provisio n and maintenance of an
up-to-date directory. The researchers shall define the management function required of thi s
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organization . This function shall be based on a thorough examination of existing software directories and
their deficiencies. The management function should assure t hat the system will serve the need of both
large and small transit agencies. It should include methods for attracting and holding participation by
the trans it agencies. Particular attention should be paid to providing incentives to the participants for
supply ing and updating the entries in the directory. Methods should be described for making all transit
agenc ies, and others who can benefit from the services offered, aware of the existence of the director y.
The description of the management function should also include the methods by which information can be
collected from and disseminated to interested parties or transit agencies.
Task 4 -- Case Study. As a means of demonstrating the capabilities of the proposed methodology, the
researchers shall provide an updated "1980 APTA Catalog of Management Information Systems Applications
within the Transit Industy," This catalog is to be provided in both hardcopy and machine-readable
format. It should contain all of the data elements as defined in Task l .
Contact should be made in person with all APTA member s to solicit updates to the existing data. The
purpose of this contact is to demonstrat e the procedures, forms , and incentives of the proposed
methodology.
Additionally , agencies should be as ked to request items from the directory as a method of testing the
validity and flexibility of the recommended search criteria.
Researchers shall provide sample output reports that i llustrate the output types as defined in Task 3.
Task 5 -- Directory Maintenance. Evaluate and recommend potential o r ganizat i ons that can provide the
management functions as described in Task 3.
Consideration must be given to the following issues:
•
•
•
•

How and by whom s hould t he directory be maintained?
How should director y information be disseminated?
What will be the estimated cost of this function?
What permanent funding sources are recommended?

Because the ultimate select i on of the organization to ma intain the directory will depend on these issues,
a complete discussion should be provided, particularly with respect to recommending funding sources;
including cons i derat i on of appl i cable laws, regulations , policies, and institutional inter-relationships.
Funds Available :

$100,000

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS:
REPORT(S) AVAILABILITY:
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR(S):
RESPONSIBLE NCTRP STAFF ENGINEER:

Harry A. Smith - 202/33 4-3224
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Title:

39-1 FY '81
A Modular Approach to On- Board, Automatic Data Collection
Systems

Research Agency:
Principal Investigator:

In Developmental Stage

Effective Date:
completion Date:

(18 months)

AGENCY PERFORMANCE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

rs the project on schedule?
Percent project complete
Is the research in keeping with the approved research plan?
Contract Amount:
Estimated Expenditures to 6/30/82:
Are the expenditures in keeping with the project progress?

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Cu rrent economic conditions require that a transit system improve productivity while making the best
use of limited resources. Increasing emphasis is being placed on improving route productivity through
such means as better schedules , on-time performance, and service allocation. These requirements place an
increasing importance on good ridership and schedule adherence data so that responsible decisions on
routing and scheduling can be made . In addition, fare- box revenue is becoming increasingly important to
the stability of transit systems. Accurate fare payment information by fare category is needed to
calculate effects of alternative fare adj ustment proposals, including an analysis of the equity of fare
structures. The need for ridership, schedule adherence, and fare information is expected to continue for
the foreseeable future.
Currently the most predominant form of gathering ridership data in the transit industry is collecting
data manually by ride checks or load (point) checks. Information gathered in this manner i s expensive to
collect and process, limited in scope, and usually infrequent because of the number of "checkers"
required. For example , some systems have reported that a point check may provide accurate l oad data at
o ne location, but may understate true route ridership by as much as 50 percent. Fare/revenue data are
generally available only on a systemwide basi s, Special efforts that usual ly rely on driver participation
or cumbersome fare-box handling are required to coll ect route- level fare-payment information.
In recent years, a few trans i t systems have turned to automated methods to collect ridership , schedule
adherence, and fare data . The level s of sophistication of these systems have varied from real-time data
collec tion and analysis systems to more basic systems that provide information in summary form on an
hi storical bas i s . Although , in general , transit properties that have used these automated systems have
been satisf ied, widespread use has not occurred.
There are several reasons why the majority of transit systems have not implemented automated
technology: (1) a general lack of understanding of the options available in terms of hardware to provide
the information; (2) an uncertainty as to how much of what type of hardware and software is needed; (3)
the lack of commitment by transit management to implement the technology; (4) the diffic ulty in
quan tifying benefits, together with costs, and in determining t he net benefit to the transit syst em; (5)
the general unavailability of funding for much of this equipment at the federal level; and (6) the lack of
s tandardization of funct i onal requirements of the technologies, which, in turn, dampens the availability
of hardware and discourages manufacturer participation.
The general objective of this research is to develop requiremen ts and impleme ntati on guidel ines for
the use of automated on- board passenger/fare information collection systems. The s y s tem hardwar e should
be constructed on a modular basis. Depending on the complexity of information desired, the modules should
include, but not be limited to : (1) basic passe nger counters (e .g., treadle, infrared), (2) l ocation
detection dev i ces (e.g., odometer , signposts ), (3) fare category counter (e.g. , electronic fa re- box), and
(4) data storage/retrieval equipment (e.g., radio , cassette, solid state) . Functional specifications for
each of these systems are to be developed so that one module or component is compatible with another
regardless of manufacturer. Requirements for modules or components will depend on the dec i sions a transit
proper ty must make, which, in turn , determines the level of detail the data collection system must
prov i de. The levels of detail range from systemwi de i nformation to detailed stop- by- stop information.
The system should be designed so t hat a transit property can choose, in modular fashion, the level and
type of hardware needed for the data desired. It is anticipated that research t o satisfy the general
object ive will require at least the following tasks:
Task 1 - Review e x isting literature and acquire other informa t ion as needed to determine the state of
the art of automated data collection systems and information needs requiring passenger counts , sc hedule
adherence , and fare data ,
Task 2 - Determine modular hardware requirements to provide the information des ired for various levels
of decision-making. Standardize the functional requirements and develop uniform spec ifications for t he
hardware by module type. Upon completion of this task, a technical paper containing the specifications
will be submitted to NCTRP for review.
Task 3 - Develop methods to permit transit properties to select the modules a nd supporting hardware in
s uffic ient quantity, on the basi s of a sampling plan , to meet their data needs.
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Task 4 - Develop a format for quantifying all benefits and all costs so that a transit property can
determine the overall net benefit compared with alternat ive means of collecting the data.
Task 5 - Investigate other cons i derations that affect implementation, such as labor restrictions,
organizational commitment, and maintenance support capability.
Task 6 - Define data processing requirements (hardware/software) and develop flow charts that describe
how various outputs can be produced using the data collected, together with such external information as
schedule data or mileage data.
Task 7 - Prepare a manual that describes the methods a transit property would follow to design,
select, and implement an automated ridership and fare data collection system. Recommend two (2) transit
properties of different sizes to test the application of the manaul. NCTRP approval of the manual and the
two transit properties recommended will be required before initiation of Task 8.
Task 8 - Demonstrate the validity of the procedures in the manual by applying the techniques to two
(2) transit properties and revise the manual accordingly.
Task 9 - Prepare a technical specification for procurement that describes the electronic/mechanical
requirements of the module interfaces.
Task 10 Prepare a final report that includes the revised manual as a stand- alone appendix.
Funds Available:

$150,000

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS:
REPORT(S) AVAILABILITY:
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR(S):
RESPONSIBLE NCTRP STAFF ENGINEER:

Crawford F. Jencks - 202/334-3224
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Project:
Title:

40-1, FY ' 81
Simplified Guidelines for Evaluating Transit Options in
Small Urban Areas

Research Agency:
principal Investigator:

In Developmental Stage
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completion Date:

(15 months)

AGENCY PERFORMANCE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

IS t he project on schedule?
Percent p r oject complete
Is the research in keeping with the approved research plan?
contract AmOunt :
Estimated Expenditures t o 6/30/82 :
Are the expenditures in keeping with the project progress?

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Small transit systems, as well as larger systems, are caught in a cont inuing struggle of determining
the impacts of transit system investment decisions o n users as well as on the community at large. The
actual impacts of a trans it system are difficult to determine. In addition to the obvious potential
impacts , such as changes in vehicle-miles of travel, fuel consumption, poll ution, etc., there is also a
group of not- so- obvious impacts that relate to the costs and benefits of a transit investment (e.g. ,
vehicle accidents, peak-hour congestion, traffic volume changes , commercial parking space requirements ,
and changes in future capital costs for street construction). Nonquantifiable impacts must also be
considered, such as changes in mobi lity for the economically disadvantaged and for those who cannot drive
( i. e . , handicapped, elderly, and young people).
To ensu r e that city managers a nd councils have information on which t o make i ntelligent a nd consi stent
appraisals pertaini ng to s uch investments, many types of factors must be fully considered. Typical
factors are (1) socioeconomic (e . g., percentage of elderly population, minority population, c hronic
unemployment problems , diver sity of existing indu str ies , existence o f large institutions), (2) political
(e.g. , attitude of the "affected parties ," social-economic advocate groups) , (3) current local concerns
(e.g., ecology , air qual i ty, traffic congestion), (4) business decisions, and (5) geographic (e . g . ,
cl i mate , topography , proximity to major urban areas ) .
Transit planning methods fo r cost - benefit analy s is and for alternatives analysis have been well
documented in s tudie s sponsored by AASHTO , FHWA, UMTA , and the Off ice of the Secretary, U.S. DOT.
Typically, however, these studies have been too complex and , in many cases , too data intensive fo r
understandable public presentation and use in small cities. Therefore, research is needed to prepare a
technically based , yet simple , analytical tool for use in the public decision process r elating to t he
potential impacts of transit alternatives.
The objective of Project 40-1 is to develop procedural guidelines for use by transi t and municipal
agencies in guiding the i r analysis of proposed transit and paratransit alternatives and in p resenting
their proposals to the decision-making bodies. Use of t hese guidelines will result in the public's better
understanding of proposed investments for a new transit system o r improvements to an existing system.
Also, incre ased use of sound cos t-benefit techniques to s a feg uard against i nadequate analyses should
result from the availability and use of these guidelines. The guidelines will be designed f or application
by no ntechnical persons and will be directed to the types of decisions faced in urban areas up to 200,000
population. Cons iderations s uch a s total costs , avoi ded costs , transportat ion alternatives, ride rship ,
u rban development factor s , conservation of energy and o ther resou rces, and typical transit evaluat ion
c rite ria will be addressed.
Priceable and nonpriceable factors will be identified that need to be included in the guidelines to
address the specific concerns of s mall urban areas (i.e . , the facto rs that are important to the community ,
c ity council, etc . ). These factors will cover the anticipated impacts on the transit system itself , o n
transportation in general, and on the community at large (nonuser impacts) . Rel evant resource materials
will be assembled that have applicabil i ty to the eva l uation of alte rnatives for publ ic transit . Existing
literature and related studies will be reviewed, and a synthesis will be prepared o f information relevant
to decision- making f o r transit service options . Information requirements , availablity , and sources used
in existing analysis techniques will be assessed in relation to the actual needs of small areas.
Procedural guideli nes will be developed using t he best available techniques to describe how t o handle
both pr i ceable and nonpriceable factors. For agencies that a re gene rally familiar with cost-benefit
analysis techniques, t he guidelines will s e r ve to focus the transit service evaluation to e nsur e that the
pertinent information is available for presentation to decision-makers. For agencies with limited
e xperience in conducting cost -benefit stud i es , the guidelines will include simple analysis techniques
(based on accepted , technically sound procedures) for direct application. A portable educational package
will also be developed f or use in demonstrating the analysis procedures and the factors conside r ed in
evaluating transit improvements and alternatives. A package s uitable for presentations to c ity councils
and t ranspor tation planning boards is anticipated and, although based on a p rototype appl icat i on, it will
be adaptable to local s ituations. Video- tape and/or slides will be included in the package.
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Funds Available:

$150 ,000

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS:
REPORT(S) AVAILABILITY:
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR(S) :
RESPONSIBLE NCTRP STAFF ENGINEER:

Rober t E. Spicher - 202/ 334-3224
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AREA FORTY-THREE:
Project :
Title:

43-1 , Fy '81
Detection o f Low-Level Fault Currents on Rail Transit
Systems

Research Agency:
Principal Investigator:

In Developmental Stage

Effective Date:
completion Date:

(15 months)

AGENCY PERFORMANCE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

IS the project on schedule?
Percent project complete
Is the research in keeping with the approved research plan?
Contract Amount:
Estimated Expenditures to 6/30/82:
Are the expenditures in keeping with the project progress?

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Devices presently in use by the rail transit industry can adequately detect and respond to overload
fault currents. Detection of less than overload fault currents is particularly difficult because the
fault current characteristics tend to resemble characteristics normally associated with train or power
switching operations. Rapid and reliable detection of low-current electrical faults on direct-current
rail transit systems would provide a significant improvement to safety and operation of these systems.
The objective of this research is to identify and evaluate detection methods and equipment to enhance
trans it system safety through reliable detection of electrical faults that are not detected by circuit
breaker overload protection. Cooperation by transit systems and associated industries is essential to the
success of the project, inasmuch as this research seeks a solution that can easily be adapted to various
transit systems.
To accomplish this objective, the following tasks shall be conducted:
Task 1 - Perform an in-depth survey of rail transit systems worldwide , under the auspices of an
international institution, such as the International Union of Public Transport, to determine how the
problem being researched is handled in each system. Concu r rently, survey the electrical industry
organizations and suppliers worldwide for methods and equipment that are potential solutions to the
detection problem. Review the work of other industr ies that may also be relevant to the problem and it s
solution.
Task 2 - Using information obtained in Task 1, identify the e lectrical system characteristics that
will define the parameters of t he r equire d detection systems for various types of vehicle propulsion
systems and network configurat ions.
Task 3 - Using the parameters developed in Task 2 , determine the extent to which available methods and
equipment meet the research objectives.
Task 4 - Prepare a fina l report describing the research and its results , including a de tailed
evaluation of the performance and economics of available methods and equipment.

Funds Available:

$100,000

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS:
REPORT(S) AVAILABILITY:
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR(S):
RESPONSIBLE NCTRP STAFF ENGINEER:

Harry A. Smith - 202/33 4-32 24
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AREA FORTY-SEVEN:

GENERAL MATERIALS

Project:
Title :

47-1, FY '80
Improved Service Life of Urban Transit Coach Brakes

Research Agency:
Principal Investigator :

Battelle Memorial Institute
Dr. Thomas A. DOW

Effective Date:
Completion Date:

December 1, 1981
November 30, 1983

AGENCY PERFORMANCE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

IS the project on sch edule?
Yes
Percent project complete 4 0
Is the research in keeping with the approved research plan? Yes
Contract Amount: $300,000
Estimated Expenditures t o 6/30/82: $125,000
Are the expenditures in keeping with the project progress? Yes

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The operation and maintenance history of advanced design urban transit coaches shows a dramatic
decline in brake life compared with "new look" coaches. Major factors associated with this decline in
brake life appear to be, but are not limited to: increased gross vehicle weight, increased operating
speed, body configuration, and changed regulations.
The resultant increased brake temperatures are believed to be the cause of reduced brake life that has
increased operational costs to unacceptable levels. Therefore, the need ex is ts to identify and develop
methods to increase brake life to previous levels.
The overall project objective is to develop methodologies for i mproving existing and future urban
transit coach brake life. This will include quantification of in-service brake operating temperatures
plus identificat ion of methods of reducing brake operating temperatures and/or alternate friction
mater ial s .
The project objective will be accomplished in two phases. Phase I will include the following tasks :
Task 1-- Confirmation of the premise that temperature is the cause of reduced brake life by the
collec tion and evaluation of brake operating temperatures. This is to be accomplished in cooperation with
a major metropolitan transit operator that has experienced the probl em . As a minimum , temperature levels
will be established for advanced design and early "new look" transit coaches.
Task 2--Development of p ractical methods for reduction of operating temperature s and/or identification
o f friction materials for compatibility with the service temperatures determined in Task 1. The following
factors must be considered: (a) adaptability to coaches in service, (b) initial and operating costs, (c)
regulations, (c) serviceability, (e) reliability, (f) public acceptability, and (g) feasibility.
Task 3- -Cost-benefit prioritization of methods for increasing brake life based on Tasks 1 and 2.
Task 4--Preparat ion of an interim report with recommendations for implementation of Phase II
demonstration.
The Phase II effort will inc lude :
Task 5--Demonstration of one or more suggested corrective methods selected by the NCTRP from those
recommended i n Phase I . This will be accomplished in cooperation with a major metropolitan transit
operator.
Tas k 6- - Preparation and submittal of the fina l report .

STATUS OF RESEARCH
Resear ch is under way on Phase I of the study . The researchers met with representatives of the
southern Cal ifornia Rapid Transit District (SCRTD) on December 2 a nd 3 , 1981 at the main bus maintenance
s hop to make arrangements for instrumenting three types of buses to collect brake temperature data . The
detailed work plan has been submitted and approved .
The design and experimental work on Task 1 is completed. Brake temper atur e data are being analyzed.
Accomplishment of this task involved (1) deta iled design and construction of brake drum and shoe
instrumentation, (2) installation and t rial testing of inst rumentation on a bus in Columbus , Ohio , (3)
obtaining and instrument ing brake drums and shoes for Los Angeles buses, (4) installation of instrumente d
brake drums and shoes on 3 buses in Los Angeles , and (5) coll ection of in- se rvice brake temperature from
ins trume nted buses in Los Angeles . Brake temperat ures of up t o 600F were recorded during the data
collection phase. The data appear t o verify and quantify the brake temperature problem. After further
anal ysis of the data , acceptable brake operating temperatures will be defined and tempe rature reducing
schemes evaluated .
PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS: Based on the background and experience of the research agency and cooperating
agencies , prospects for success appear good at this time.
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REPORT(S) AVAILABILITY:

None

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR(S):

Dr. Allen T. Hopper
Structural Materials & Tribology Section
Battelle Memorial Institute
Columbus Laboratories
505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201
(614) 424- 6424

RESPONSIBLE NCTRP STAFF ENGINEER:

Harry A. Smith - 202/334- 3224
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AREA FIFTY-FOUR:

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Project :
Title:

54 - 2, FY '80
Energy Management of Electric Rail Transit Systems

Research Agency:
Principal Investigator:

Carnegie-Mellon University
Dr. Richard A. Uher

Effective Date:
Completion Date:

October 1, 1981
December 31, 1982
AGENCY PERFORMANCE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Is the project on schedule?
Yes
Percent project complete 52
Is the research in keeping with the approved research plan? Yes
Contract Amount: $135,115
Estimated Expendi tures to 6/30/82: $64,000
Are the expenditures in keeping with the project progress? Yes

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Rapidly increasing electric energy costs have resulted in a dramatic increase in operating expenses of
transit authorities operating electric rail systems. This problem i s further augmented by additional
increases in rates being sought by electric utilities. The peak demand component of these rates is
directly associated with the electric energy generation, transmission, and distribution facilities cost.
As major electric energy consumers, transit authorities are subject t o allocated costs associated with
these facilities. If transit authorities can improve the management of peak demand on their systems,
energy costs can be significantly reduced. Several transit authorities have developed strategies for:
reducing peak energy consumption (such as load management), improving vehicle energy efficiency , and more
energy efficient operating practices.
The objective of this research is to provide guidelines for transit authorities t o lower peak e lectric
demand and, thereby, lower costs. It is antic ipated that the proposed study will include but not be
limited to:
1. Identification of the contributing factors that cause peak demand and the t iming and significance
of each.
2. Identification of monitoring strategies and conservation opportunities in order t o be able to
contr ol peak demand.
3. Identification and evaluation of various load management techniques and their cost/benefits and
effectivenss o n reducing peak demand .
4. Development of strategies so that the benefits of peak demand management are reflected in rates.
It is intended that the research will result in the development of methodologies for : (1)
forecasting the peak electric energy demand, (2) monitoring the actual demand, and (3) controlling the
demand. It is also intended that a prel iminary plan will be prepa r ed for validating and demonstrating the
developed methdologies.

STATUS OF RESEARCH
Research is in progress. Data have been collected from four transit agencies and analyzed to
determine probable peak power demand cause factors. Monitoring strategies have been identified for
controll ing peak demand and the costs of the various strategies are being determined . Load management
techniques are being evaluated using simulation models. The preliminary draft final report will be
prepared during the next quarter.

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS : Based on the background and experience of the r esearch agency and the principal
investigator, prospects for success appear good at this time.
REPORT(S) AVAILABILITY :

None

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR(S):

Dr. Richard A. Uher
Director, Rail System Center
Carneg i e -Mellon University
Rail Systems Center
Porter Hall 118M
500 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
(412) 578- 2960

RESPONSIBLE NCTRP STAFF ENGINEER :

Harry A. Smith - 202/334-3224

AREA SIXTY:

SPECIAL PROJECTS
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Project :
Title :

60-1, FY '80 and continuing
Synthesis of Information Related to Transit Problems

Research Agency :
Principal Investiga tor( s) :

Transportation Research Board
Dr. Paul E. Irick
Mr. Thomas L. Copas
November 7, 1980
Continu i ng

Effective Date:
Completion Date :

AGENCY PERFORMANCE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Is the project on schedule?
Yes
Percent project complete *
Is the research in keeping with the approved r esearch plan? Yes
Cont ract Amount : $210,000, FY '80 & FY '81
Estimated Expenditures to 6/30/82: $117, 000
Are the e xpenditur es in keeping with the project progress? Yes

*Project is carr ied out on a continuing basis with new topics being incorporated each year.
status of each topic.

See below for

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Transi t adminis trators, engineers, and researchers are continually faced with problems o n which much
in formation already exists either in documented form o r i n terms of undocumented experience and prac tice.
Un f ortunately this information is often fragmented, sca ttered, a nd unevaluted. As a consequence, full
information on what ha s been learned about a problem is f requently not brought to bear on its solution.
Costly research findings may be unused, valuable experience may be overlooked , and due consider a tion may
not be given to recommended practices for solving or alleviating the p roblem.
In this project , particular transit problems, or sets of closely related problems, will be selected by
the NCTRP Technical Stee ring Group as topics for i nformation syntheses.
For each topi c t he objectives are :
L

2.
3.
4.
5.

To
To
To
To
To

locate and assemble documented informat ion.
learn what practice has been used for solving or alleviating the problem.
identify all ongoing research.
learn what p r o blems remain largely unsolved.
o rganize, evaluate, synthesize, and document the useful info rmation that i s acquired.

STATUS OF RESEARCH
The topics of concern and the stat us of each as of June 30 , 1982 a r e :
TS-1 -- Clean ing Transit Buses:

Equipment and Procedures

Topic Consultant: Peter E. Ward; ATE Ma nagement and Services Co., Inc. ; Cinc innat i , Ohio
Effecti ve Date (Consultant Agreement ) : February 16 , 1981
Expiration Date (Consultant Ag reement) : December 31, 1981
This study inc luded mec hanical equ i pment , processes , standards , and e ff iciency and cost- effectiveness
of various equipment and methods f or clean ing buses . The s t udy has been completed , and the report has
been published as NCTRP Synthesis l.
TS- 2 - - Priority Tr eatment f or Buses on Urban Street s
Topic Consultant: John J. Roark; PAWA , Inc .; Dal las , Texas
Effective Date (Consu ltant Agr eement) : March 16 , 1981
Exp i ration Date (Consultant Agreement ): December 31 , 1981
This study was concerned with c urre nt knowledge o n impleme ntation , operation, and e nforcement o f bu s
priority treat ment on urban streets. Resea r ch has been completed , and the report has been published as
NCTRP Synthesis 2 .
On Oct o be r 7 , 1981 , the Techn ical Stee ring Group formulated t he FY 1981 program and des i gnated two
p roblems for syntheses . The topics are:
TS-3
TS-4

Cost-Benefit Ana l ysis of Fuel Add i tives and Alternative Fuel Gr ades
Standard for Allocati on of T ime for Ma intenance Wo r kers

Utiliz ing funds carried fo rward from the synthesis all ocation under t he FY 1980 program, topic panels
were st r uctur ed a nd scheduled f or meetings on July l (TS-3) and July 20, 1982 (TS-4) . Meeting objectives
wil l inc lude discuss i on of the referred topics to a rr ive at fi nal scopes o f work, establ i s hment of f inal
topic t i tles reflecting the scopes of work , ident ification of poss ible topic consultants , ident ification
of possible sources of info rma t ion r equired by the scopes of work , and discussion of future meetings as to
dates and o b ject ives. Wo rk will be halted on d epletion of ex i s t ing funds and wil l recommence on rece i pt
o f funds under the FY 1981 program.
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PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS:

High

REPORT(SJ AVAILABILITY:

See Table II

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR(S):

Dr. Paul E. Irick
Assistant Director
Transportation Research Board
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.w.
Washington, DC 20418
(202) 334-3255

RESPONSIBLE NCTRP STAFF ENGINEER:

Mr. Thomas Copas
Special Projects Engineer
Transportation Research Board
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20418
(202) 334-3242

Dr. Robert J. Reilly - 202/ 334-3 224
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